About the institute

Mount Isa Institute of TAFE delivers quality nationally recognised vocational training to approximately 4,000 students per year, where about 30% are indigenous.

Mount Isa Institute of TAFE is geographically Queensland's largest institute with a service area covering 30% of the state and is proud to be the training provider of choice in this region.

The institute is committed to supplying training services and products to residents of North West Queensland. To achieve this, the institute actively promotes the development of client focused non traditional delivery methods for their programs.

Campuses

Campuses are located at:

1. Cloncurry
2. Mount Isa

Campus lifestyle

Residents of Mount Isa enjoy modern facilities and shops, comfortable accommodation and a wide range of entertainment as well as almost every sport you can imagine.

TAFE pathways

Please contact Mount Isa Institute of TAFE for their credit arrangements with Universities.

Courses offered

View a list of courses offered at Mount Isa Institute of TAFE.